WMS
GUIDE 2021
Warehouse Management
System (WMS) solutions help
streamline order fulfillment,
increase inventory accuracy,
and optimize equipment
utilization. This short list of
leading WMS solutions can help
your enterprise react agilely
and quickly to meet today’s
new customer demands.
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3PL Central
El Segundo, CA
3plcentral.com
888-375-2368

3PL Warehouse
Manager

Cloud-based WMS solution to help 3PLs focus on customer satisfaction,
operate more efficiently, and grow faster. As the backbone of a company’s
operations, the WMS manages inventory, automates routine tasks, and
delivers complete visibility.

ASC Software
Beavercreek, OH
ASCsoftware.com
937-428-1428

ASCTrac

Designed from the ground up to manage complex supply chain operations
in real time and at the point of activity using mobile apps and auto ID. The
processes and logic for managing operations are built into the system and
administrator configurable. PC screens and reports are end-user definable.

AutoScheduler.AI
Austin, TX
autoscheduler.ai
615-428-2035

AutoScheduler.AI

A WMS accelerator that helps improve on-time, in-full (OTIF) fulfillment
using AI, machine learning, digital twins, and prescriptive analytics.
Smooths warehouse operations by integrating seamlessly with existing
systems and orchestrating activities across the supply chain. Dynamically
manages OTIF, inventory, and schedules that change as conditions shift.

Blue Yonder
Scottsdale, AZ
BlueYonder.com
833-532-4764

Blue Yonder
Warehouse
Management
System

Empowers users to drive change with real-time transaction processing,
optimized storage and selection strategies, optimal warehouse tasking, and
integrated labor and workforce management delivered on a modern user
interface. Leverages the power of the digital platform to extend capabilities
that enable user-specific applications.

Cadre Technologies
Denver, CO
cadretech.com
866-252-2373

Cadence WMS

Integrates warehouse operations with logistics and fulfillment for
logistics (3PL/4PL), distribution and manufacturing companies. Managing
businesses with multiple clients, distributors, suppliers, and warehouses,
the WMS delivers critical information to staff and management in real time
using wireless, handheld computers and desktop devices.

Camelot 3PL Software
Charlotte, NC
3plsoftware.com
704-554-1670

Excalibur WMS

A complete warehouse management solution developed exclusively for
third-party logistics warehouses and fulfillment operations. Built within the
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central platform, Excalibur provides a
comprehensive system to receive, store, and ship inventory in a multi-client
operation with a highly customizable solution.

Core eBusiness Solutions
Fairfield, NJ
core-warehouse.com
201-836-8900

CoreWarehouse

Takes advantage of robust feature sets, advanced warehouse planning
tools, and warehouse event management/active messaging to reduce
inventory and costs. Highly configurable and easy to use in a variety of
industries. Links to all desktop, laptop, tablet, and smartphone devices.

Datex
Clearwater, FL
datexcorp.com
725-571-4159

FootPrint WMS

Integration-ready, flexible, workflow-driven WMS handles fast-paced, highvolume operations including 3PL, e-commerce fulfillment, distribution,
refrigerated warehousing, and pharma/healthcare. Includes customizable
reporting, serialization/aggregation, 3PL billing, and web portal.

Deposco
Alpharetta, GA
deposco.com
877-770-1110

Bright SuiteBright Warehouse

Provides enterprise-grade benefits such as company-wide visibility,
extensive flexibility, and real-time data generation, regardless of a
company’s existing size and infrastructure. Empowers warehouse teams
to pick, pack, and ship orders quickly and accurately using optimized
processes.

DiCentral
Houston, TX
smartturn.com
281-480-1121

SmartTurn

On-demand, Microsoft-certified WMS manages purchasing, receiving and
putaway, inventory control, order fulfillment, and shipping across a range
of industries.
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EVS
Boulder, CO
evssw.com
303-494-1765

mobe3

Helps optimize warehouse layout and direct picking routes so more orders
can be filled with fewer trips, allowing users to increase picks per hour by
300%. User friendly, with easy implementation. Flexible and configurable,
mobe3 fully integrates with ERP and other systems like TMS, MES, weigh
scales, robots, and even Slack.

FASCOR
Cincinnati, OH
fascor.com
513-421-1777

FASCOR WMS

ERP agnostic, FASCOR’s WMS is designed to control operational costs,
improve inventory control, reduce labor requirements, and maximize
accuracy. Enhances productivity, optimizes resource scheduling, and
empowers users to deliver better customer service.

Flowspace
Los Angeles, CA
flow.space
323-741-1325

Flowspace

Cloud-based warehouse management and order fulfillment platform
enables order status tracking, inventory management, shipping, and item
labeling. Enables administrators to print shipping labels, create flexible
parcel billing accounts, generate reports, and manage user and merchant
accounts.

Foxfire
Greenville, SC
foxfiresoftware.com
864-630-3238

Foxfire WMS

Makes it easier for warehouses with high order volumes to efficiently
manage inventory and operations. Flexible feature set, intuitive layout,
easy implementation, accurate and real-time information. Integrates with
any system and iPhone and Android friendly.

Foysonis
Raleigh, NC
foysonis.com
800-380-5206

Foysonis WMS

Cloud-powered modern WMS to run 21st century warehouse operations.
Manages receiving, orders and shipments, picking and replenishment,
inventory, and kitting. Generates reports. Enables mobile warehouse
management.

Generix Group
Montreal, QC
generixgroup.com
514-938-4562

Solochain WMS

Highly flexible and adaptive solution built for companies that need their
supply chains to be nimble, efficient, and scaling, while ensuring execution
excellence. Easy to configure and customize. Includes built-in MES
functionality.

GEODIS
Brentwood, TN
geodis.com
615-750-0943

GEODIS WMS

FDA-validated, 3PL-designed, robust Tier 1 system supports many industry
verticals. Fully hosted, developed and supported by GEODIS. Developed to
scale with a company’s growth in both volume and business requirements.

Highway 905
Hillsborough, NJ
highway905.com
908-874-4867

Highway 905 WMS

Cloud-based and easily scalable solution for global businesses of any size.
A real-time warehouse control and operational dashboard with end-toend inventory visibility, optimized labor management, highly customizable
features, and a real-time analytics-driven order fulfillment and automation
framework.

Infor
New York, NY
infor.com
646-336-1700

Infor WMS

Combines core warehouse functionality with labor, task, wave, and 3PL
management on one configurable, scalable database. The contemporary
user interface, combined with an open API framework, enables features
such as Web RF, 3D visual warehousing, and voice processing, allowing
companies to manage multiple channels from a single warehouse.

Interlink Technologies
Perrysburg OH
thinkinterlink.com
800-655-5465

Warehouse-LINK

Web-based access with real-time visibility into inventory for improved
order, space, labor, and warehouse management. Functionality includes
location management, cubic capacity, date expiration management,
receiving, cycle counting, dynamic putaway, crossdock, replenishment, and
kitting.
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Körber
Minneapolis, MN
koerber-supplychain.com
800-328-3271

K.Motion
Warehouse
Advantage

Delivers highly configurable WMS functionality hosted on premier cloud
platforms. As companies grow, the Körber solution increases computing
capacity on the fly with no downtime. Companies also can expand by
defining the elasticity allowed to support seasonal growth and achieve
scalability.

Logimax
Jacksonville, FL
e-logimax.com
855-253-8855

Logimax WMS

Built specifically for warehouse management with easily configurable
functionality for receipts, putaways, transfers, counts and picks.
Recognizes item velocity, seasonality, and stackability to maximize space
utilization. Integrated RF data collection for receiving, put away, inventory
counting, inquiry and re-warehouse as well as basic order picking.

Made4net
Teaneck, NJ
made4net.com
201-645-4345

WarehouseExpert

End-to-end platform enables real-time inventory visibility, labor
management, and equipment productivity with performance analytics
that drive fast and accurate order fulfillment and improved supply chain
efficiency. Also offers integrated yard management, dynamic route
management, proof of delivery, and warehouse automation solutions.

Magaya
Miami, FL
magaya.com
786-845-9150

Magaya Supply
Chain

An all-in-one logistics and supply chain solution with a built-in WMS
improves warehouse productivity, accuracy, and profitability with
configurable optimization workflows. Offers mobile warehouse
management with the Flow WMS app for Android and iOS, as well as
automation with the Magaya Dimensioner.

Manhattan Associates
Atlanta, GA
manh.com
770-955-7070

Manhattan Active
Warehouse
Management

A unified supply chain execution tool that combines all demand, supply,
labor, slotting and automation into a single, cloud-native application built
entirely from microservices.

MHS (Material Handling
Systems)
Louisville, KY
mhsglobal.com
502-636-0690

Helix WMS

Template-based modules for equipment control, inventory management,
and order fulfillment, designed to work together in customized
configurations to meet a facility’s unique requirements. Works seamlessly
across enterprise systems and machine-level controllers, providing splitsecond response and information accessibility to keep operations moving.

Odyssey Logistics
Danbury, CT
odysseylogistics.com
855-875-0681

Odyssey WMS

Delivers 24/7 online access to data, reporting, and all aspects of lot control.
Comprehensive documentation services. Full suite of EDI connectivity to all
major ERPs as well as custom interfaces to proprietary systems. Real-time
and historical review of inventory movement.

Oracle
Austin, TX
oracle.com/wms
800-392-2999

Oracle WMS Cloud

Transforms warehouse operations to meet the challenges of today’s
demand-driven marketplace. Successfully manages complex fulfillment
operations, and provides total inventory visibility from the distribution
center to the store shelf.

PathGuide Technologies
Bothell, WA
pathguide.com
888-627-9797

Latitude WMS

Gives distributors complete control over inventory and increases the speed
and efficiency of warehouse/DC operations, from receiving and order
picking to manifesting and truck route/stop management. Improves picking
accuracy so shipments are done right the first time, which increases
customer satisfaction and lowers labor costs.

proVision
Toronto, ON
provisionwms.com
416-874-4929

proVision WMS

Enables distribution centers and third-party logistics companies to
rapidly improve warehouse operations and meet the growing demands of
customers at lower cost.
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QSSI
Somerset, NJ
qssi-wms.com
732-805-0400

PowerHouse WMS

Combines years of warehouse expertise and proven implementation
methodology to deliver a Tier-1, expert tool set supported by an employeeowned company that is organized to reflect its core value of support.

Ramco Systems
Princeton, NJ
ramco.com
609-620-4800

Ramco WMS

Helps logistics service providers manage key warehousing operations
from basic receipt, GR, putaway, pick, pack and dispatch functions to
sophisticated warehousing needs. Equipped with an in-built command
center, Ramco WMS helps 3PLs streamline and scale up warehouse
efficiency by improving on-time order fulfillment and productivity.

Robocom (a CAi Software
company)
Smithfield, RI
caisoft.com/products/wms
800-422-4782

ROC

Provides comprehensive control over all aspects of warehouse activity
and flexibility to adapt to the unique characteristics of different industry
vertical requirements. Designed to maximize productivity and streamline
warehouse and distribution operations. Paperless solution includes
workforce optimization, yard management, and extensive audit tracking.

Scan Global Logistics
Seattle, WA
scangl.com
206-244-0330

ScanWMS

Enables users to easily manage inventory, place orders, initiate shipments
and receive up-to-date purchase order and shipment status information.
Interfaces seamlessly with Scan Global Logistics’ full suite of logistics
management tools, and/or a company’s own systems.

Softeon
Reston, VA
softeon.com
703-793-0005

Softeon WMS

Functionally rich, configurable capabilities out of the box. Direct integration
and optimization for a variety of materials handling system technologies.
Wave-based, waveless, or combination order release. Dynamic rules-engine
foundation provides high levels of adaptability. Fixed-price deployments, in
the cloud or on-premise.

SphereWMS
Denver, CO
spherewms.com
818-678-2601

SphereWMS

Provides real-time visibility and reporting tools for all supply chain
stakeholders. Simplifies the management of complex order and inventory
business processes, making it easy for logistics operators to manage multiclient and multi-site warehouses. Up and running in days, not months.

Synergy North America
Broomfield, CO
snapfulfil.com
720-372-1250

SnapFulfil

Real-time solution with remote implementation and self-configuration
capabilities. Highly flexible and innovative cloud-based subscription model
delivers a lower total cost of ownership than traditional installations,
creating a blend of Tier 1 functionality, proven delivery methodology, and
enterprise-class IT infrastructure.

Tecsys
Montreal, QC
tecsys.com
800-922-8649

Elite WMS,
Omni WMS

Elite WMS helps companies eliminate inefficiencies, improve order
accuracy, reduce operating costs, and attain high service levels. Omni
WMS, designed for omnichannel and e-commerce fulfillment, is a cloudbased solution that brings efficiency, accuracy, and speed to warehouse
operations.

Westfalia Technologies
York, PA
savanna.net
717-764-1115

Savanna.NET

Comprised of tightly integrated WMS and WCS software that conforms
to individual business processes. Based on Microsoft C# and .NET
technologies, Savanna.NET directs, controls, and optimizes internal
material flow and order picking as a system-wide software solution.

ZETHCON
Lombard, IL
zethcon.com
630-748-3100

Synapse

Built for the complexity and unique demands of modern 3PL operations.
Completely paperless, the solution incorporates RF mobility and scanning
for real-time tasking across a broad range of critical functions.
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